
The Air-Pad III® is a light-weight modular pad designed and manufactured to be used
as an outdoor base for supporting air-conditioner condensers when installed in
accordance with instructions.  The Air-Pad III® is manufactured of 100% recycled
HDPE, is gray in color and is UV resistant.

INSTRUCTIONS
The surface on which the Air-Pad III® is installed must be a non-expansive, compacted surface capable of supporting
the air-conditioner condenser mounted on the Air-Pad III®.  It is very important the the surface under the Air-Pad III®

be compacted to minimize any settling of the pad and condenser.  The Air-Pad III® should not be installed where the
surface is expansive and/or cannot be compacted.

The surface on which the Air-Pad III® is installed must be level. The assembled Air-Pad III® will conform to the shape
of the surface on which it is resting, therefore it is important that the ground be level.

The size of the Air-Pad III® must correspond to the condenser unit size with less than 3 inches of the pad extending
beyond any edge of the condenser's base when installed on the pad.

Before placing the air-conditioner condenser on the Air-Pad III®, determine if there will be a concentration of the load
on any area of the Air-Pad III® greater than 75 lbs.  If a concentration of the load exists, it is recommended that a 16"
x 16" piece or larger of 4 mil or thicker polyethylene be placed under the Air-Pad III® at the area of concentrated load.

If the air-conditioner condenser unit uses mounting "feet" which concentrate the weight of the unit, it is recommended
that these be positioned over a sidewall or joint of an Air-Pad III® section for increased support and to prevent
possible damage to the pad.

If you have any questions, please call our customer service department at 1-800-843-9974 for assistance.

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER: THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE
DESCRIPTION ON THE FACE HEREOF.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY:  Any liability for consequential and incidental damages is expressly disclaimed. Bramec's
liability in all events is limited to, and shall not exceed, the value of the product. Bramec assumes no liability for failure
of, or damage to the product due to improper installation, misuse or abuse of the product.

PRODUCT SUITABILITY: Many states and localities have codes and regulations governing sales, construction,
installation and/or use of products for certain purposes, which may vary from those in neighboring areas.  While
Bramec attempts to assure that its products comply with such codes, it cannot guarantee compliance, and cannot
be responsible for how the product is installed or used.  Before purchase and use of a product, please review the
product application, federal and local codes and regulations, and be certain the product, installation and use will be
in compliance with any applicable codes and regulations.

NO WARRANTIES TO CONSUMERS: Bramec makes no warranties to those defined as consumers in the
Magnuson-Moss Warranty-Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act.
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Add the next piece of the Air-Pad Add the next piece of the Air-Pad Add the next piece of the Air-Pad Add the next piece of the Air-Pad Add the next piece of the Air-Pad III® as shown below.  Use a mallet to seat as shown below.  Use a mallet to seat as shown below.  Use a mallet to seat as shown below.  Use a mallet to seat as shown below.  Use a mallet to seat
each piece in place. Continue to add to the row until the desired length iseach piece in place. Continue to add to the row until the desired length iseach piece in place. Continue to add to the row until the desired length iseach piece in place. Continue to add to the row until the desired length iseach piece in place. Continue to add to the row until the desired length is
obtained (a right hand assembly is shown).obtained (a right hand assembly is shown).obtained (a right hand assembly is shown).obtained (a right hand assembly is shown).obtained (a right hand assembly is shown).

Begin by placing the first piece of the Air-Pad Begin by placing the first piece of the Air-Pad Begin by placing the first piece of the Air-Pad Begin by placing the first piece of the Air-Pad Begin by placing the first piece of the Air-Pad III® upside down on a flat upside down on a flat upside down on a flat upside down on a flat upside down on a flat
surface using one of the configurations shown below.  Depending onsurface using one of the configurations shown below.  Depending onsurface using one of the configurations shown below.  Depending onsurface using one of the configurations shown below.  Depending onsurface using one of the configurations shown below.  Depending on
whether you are right handed or left handed will determine which directionwhether you are right handed or left handed will determine which directionwhether you are right handed or left handed will determine which directionwhether you are right handed or left handed will determine which directionwhether you are right handed or left handed will determine which direction
you will feel most comfortable assembling the pad.you will feel most comfortable assembling the pad.you will feel most comfortable assembling the pad.you will feel most comfortable assembling the pad.you will feel most comfortable assembling the pad.
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Begin the next row of the Air-Pad Begin the next row of the Air-Pad Begin the next row of the Air-Pad Begin the next row of the Air-Pad Begin the next row of the Air-Pad III® as shown below (a right hand assem- as shown below (a right hand assem- as shown below (a right hand assem- as shown below (a right hand assem- as shown below (a right hand assem-
bly is shown). Continue adding rows until the desired size is obtainedbly is shown). Continue adding rows until the desired size is obtainedbly is shown). Continue adding rows until the desired size is obtainedbly is shown). Continue adding rows until the desired size is obtainedbly is shown). Continue adding rows until the desired size is obtained3
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